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Vivien 2021 Release Notes 

Welcome to Vivien 2021! (If you are a new user, it is recommended that you watch these videos and/or 

read through the Quick Start Guide installed together with the software, in order to learn the basics of 

using Vivien.) These Release Notes are intended primarily for users who are familiar with Vivien; they 

provide information about new features, updates and bug fixes that were implemented in Vivien 2021.  

Other documentation resources for Vivien include the User’s Guide found in the Windows Start menu, 

which provides information about all of Vivien’s functions and features; the Tips and Tricks section of our 

website, which offers tutorials for using various features; and our Forum, which  is the best place to find 

answers to usage questions – and/or to ask such questions. 

New Features 

AutoUpdate. Like in other software, this feature allows Vivien to check for updates online every time it 

starts; once an update is found, it may be downloaded and installed immediately, or postponed. It is 

strongly recommended that this option is left enabled, but if desired, it may be disabled by accessing the 

OPTIONS menu > Application Options > General tab; manual checks for Updates may be performed via the 

HELP menu, but only while on the Welcome Screen. Please note that AutoUpdate will only update the 

current version of Vivien; in other words, when the next version (e.g. Vivien 2022) is released, its installer 

will have to be downloaded from the Members Only Area. 

Dynamic Group Outline. When a Group is created, or when a Group is selected, a dashed outline appears 

automatically, encompassing all objects within that Group; this provides a visual indication that what’s 

selected is a Group – as opposed to an individual object. The colour of this outline is the same as the colour 

of the Layer that the Group belongs to. The outline disappears automatically when the Group is deselected 

or when the objects are Ungrouped. 

"Sketch" View Style for Virtual Views. This new View Style removes all color and shading from the 

Virtual View and causes all objects to appear hand-drawn or “sketched” either in black-on-white or white-

on-black. Note: Deferred Shading must be enabled (OPTIONS menu > Application Options > Simulation tab) 

in order for this option to be available. 

Switch to a Standard Camera by right-clicking on it (in the Virtual View). Switch to any Standard 

Camera in the Virtual View by hovering over it, right-clicking and clicking the Switch to This Camera. 

Set a Maximum Resolution for the Virtual View. It is now possible to define the maximum resolution 

at which a Virtual View will appear within the Virtual View layout tab, or within the Virtual Pane of the 

Quad layout tab or a Custom layout tab. Its main purpose is to output the Virtual View (i.e. by recording it) 

at a specific resolution; in addition, Maximum Resolution can be used to increase performance in files 

where the GPU is the bottleneck.  

  

https://cast-soft.com/vivien-event-designer/vivien-tips-tricks/
https://cast-soft.com/vivien-event-designer/vivien-tips-tricks/
http://forums.cast-soft.com/index.php
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Enhancements and Updates 

Performance Improvements. The overall speed of the application itself (i.e., “the UI”—user interface) 

has increased; this is most noticeable when switching between Layout Tabs, as well as when performing 

Layer operations such as making them visible/invisible, and when selecting large amounts of objects. In 

addition, the Virtual View is now using a new texture compression algorithm which virtually eliminates 

delays that used to be caused by high-resolution textures that were imported from Sketchup files or other 

3D models. (Such delays were often noticed when switching to a Virtual View, or, while working in Virtual 

View, when Layers which contained objects using such textures were set to Visible.) As a result of this, and 

other improvements, the Virtual Views will be faster in most cases. 

Change Library Items’ Insertion Point at any time. In addition to being able to change a Library Item’s 

Insertion Point while inserting it, it is now possible to do this after it’s been inserted as well: simply right-

click on the object in question and select a new option from the Change Insertion Point menu. 

Light Emission Glow for Individual Objects/Elements. Light Emission Glow (“LE Glow”) may now be 

enabled or disabled for individual Objects or for individual Elements of objects that contain multiple 

Elements, via the Light Emission tab.  

The Render Wizard’s Step 7 has been removed. Since as of Vivien 2020 this step was no longer able to 

show a preview rendering, adjusting the Saturation and Brightness for the rendering became impossible. As 

such, there was no reason to keep this step: Saturation and Brightness may easily be adjusted in virtually 

any freely available image editing software. 

The Toolbar Positions .VUD now Includes ‘Visual’ Application Options. Vivien User Data files 

(.VUDs) which carry Toolbars’ locations now also carry the Appearance options (set in the OPTIONS menu > 

Application Options > General tab) streamlining the process of matching your preferred User Interface 

settings across multiple computers.  

The %Scene% variable has been updated for Layouts’ Text Items. It now follows these rules: 

➢ When ALL Scene-dependent items on the Layout are set to the same Scene, Text Items on that 

Layout which contains the %Scene% variable will display the name of that Scene. 

➢ When Scene-dependent items on the Layout are set to different Scenes, Text Items on that Layout 

which contains the %Scene% variable will display the word “Multiple”. 

➢ When Scene-dependent items on the Layout are set to ‘Follow User Scene’, Text Items on that 

Layout which contains the %Scene% variable will display the name of the current Scene.  

Other Enhancements & Updates 

• Line Patterns are now available for all 2D Shapes. 

• Image or Video Sources may now be set to appear only on Screens’ Front Face. 

• The following additional video file formats may now be used: .mp4, .mkv, .wmv and .mov. 

• The resolution at which gobos, objects’ edges and shadows’ edges appear when the Virtual View’s 

Beam Quality is set to Medium or Low, has been increased; as a result, these will appear smoother than 

in previous versions of Vivien. 
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Fixed Issues 

• The Video Manager now sorts Video Sources alpha-numerically (i.e. 1, 2, 3, 10, 11, not 1, 10, 11, 2, 3). 

• Selection Sets now remember the order in which objects contained within were selected.  

• Objects whose Insertion Point has been changed now Clone from that Insertion Point. The current Layer 

remains current when the Scene is changed via keyboard shortcut. (This was only a problem when using 

keyboard shortcuts to change Scenes.) 

• The Normal Map’s Scale dropdown in objects’ Properties window > Appearance tab now works 

correctly. 

• Beams can no longer disappear, regardless of the Camera’s location. 

• Cylinder-based 3D Solid objects from DWG/DXF files no longer incorrectly import as basic Cylinders. 

• Crashes that may have occurred in very large files when switching Cameras via the Camera Toolbar 

have been resolved.  

• Objects’ coordinates (based on their Insertion Point) now appear correctly in the Position Tool. 

• Geometrically complex objects no longer fail to print. 

• When printing, Floorplans are no longer incorrectly offset. 

Library Additions and Updates 

The following Atomic Scenic Panels were added: Arcade, Arcade Joined, Blockem, Circuit, Dash, Flare, Flare 

Joined, Frosty, Hive, Jolt, Jolt Joined, Knot, Knot Joined, Propane, Starburst 3-way, Starburst 4-way and 

Xplode. 

The following Fixtures were added: Moving LED Bar, Moving Cyc Bar Full, Moving Cyc Bar Half and Vintage 

Light. 

Known Issues 

Known Issues are published on our website; click here to access them. 

Other Useful Information 

Membership Requirement 

To use Vivien 2021, the Membership on your dongle must expire no earlier than December 2020; the 

software may also be used with a Lease dongle on which the Lease has not yet expired. 

Compatibility with WYSIWYG  

Vivien 2021 is able to open WYSIWYG R45 files that were saved in R45 format. In order to correctly open a 

WYSIWYG (.wyg) file in Vivien, you must download and install the WYSIWYG R45 Compatibility Pack for 

Vivien 2021. 

https://cast-soft.com/tech-resources/vivien-known-issues/
https://cast-soft.com/cast/member/index.php
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WYSIWYG R45 is unable to open Vivien files saved in Vivien 2021 format. For collaboration, files created in 

Vivien 2021 must be saved in WYSIWYG Release 45 format. A Vivien 2021 Compatibility Pack for WYSIWYG 

R45 is available by request, from techsupport@cast-soft.com.  

System Requirements 

Click here for the current system requirements. In case you are looking to purchase or build a new 

workstation for Vivien, reading our Hardware Guide is strongly recommended. 

Copyright Information 

© The CAST Group of Companies Inc. 2004-2020. All rights reserved. 

35 Ripley Avenue, Suite 1 

Toronto, Ontario 

Canada M6S 3P2 

“Vivien”, “WYSIWYG” and “CAST Software” are registered trademarks of CAST Group of Companies 

Incorporated. Other brands or products are the trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective 

holders and should be treated as such. 

mailto:techsupport@cast-soft.com
https://cast-soft.com/tech-resources/vivien-minimum-and-optimum-system-requirements/
https://cast-soft.com/tech-resources/hardware-guide/

